Tell five of your friends
and neighbors about the
discrimination facing CPS
students and ask them to
get involved in the fight.

Call your state
lawmakers to thank them
for supporting CPS funding
and ask them to make
CPS their most urgent
priority in Springfield.
Find your lawmaker at:
http://www.elections.
il.gov/districtlocator/
addressfinder.aspx

Call Governor Rauner
and demand equal funding.
His phone number in
Springfield: 217-782-0244 or
in Chicago: 312-814-2121.

Sign the petition to
demand equality for
Chicago students. Visit
cps.edu/equality to add
your voice.

TAKE
ACTION!!!!

CPS Parent, Plaintiff

“Governor Rauner needs to decide
if he believes my kids deserve a chance
to succeed. Right now, his actions
suggest he doesn’t.”

CPS Parent, Plaintiff

“There’s no good reason why
my daughters shouldn’t have
access to the resources that
families elsewhere in Illinois
take for granted.”

CPS Parent, Plaintiff

Marlon Gosa

Judith Vazquez

“More of our children would
find a productive place
in this world if they
just had the resources
they deserve.”

CPS Parent, Plaintiff

Vanessa Valentin

“Every child in our neighborhood, our city
and our state deserves an equal opportunity
to learn and grow. I’m proud to stand with
the group that is demanding that
fundamental right for our children.”

Lisa Russell

“I am not sitting idly by
as another generation of
black boys fall prey to the
impact of insufficient
opportunity.”

CPS Parent, Plaintiff

Wanda Taylor

CPS will be standing alongside these
five families as we take Governor Rauner
to court to end racial discrimination in
education funding against Chicago students.

The numbers speak for themselves.
Despite having nearly 20% of students,
CPS receives only 15% of education funding.

CPS’ State funding has decreased while all
other districts have increased.

State funding to CPS
2009 vs. 2017

Why do the 20%
of students in
Illinois that live in

CHICAGO...
FY 2009

...get only

15%

of the funds?

CPS is the only district in the
State required to pay for its own
teachers’ pensions.
If CPS were funded like the rest of
Illinois children, it would receive an
additional $500 million from the
State in FY 17.

FY 2017
8%
decrease

State funding to
all other districts
2009 vs. 2017

FY 2009

FY 2017
45%
increase

Join the fight to end racially discriminatory
education funding against Chicago children.

Visit cps.edu/Equality
Visite cps.edu/Equality_es

